How to Request PDF Edits Using Sticky Notes in Adobe Reader

**STEP 1**

- **Locations**: Where are the sticky notes located?
- **Categories**: What kind of sticky notes are included?
- **Authors**: Who created the sticky notes?

**TIP 1**

- **Inputs**: What inputs are required for the task?
- **Outputs**: What outputs are expected from the task?

**STEP 2**

- **Locations**: Where are the sticky notes located?
- **Categories**: What kind of sticky notes are included?
- **Authors**: Who created the sticky notes?

**TIP 2**

- **Inputs**: What inputs are required for the task?
- **Outputs**: What outputs are expected from the task?

**STEP 3**

- **Locations**: Where are the sticky notes located?
- **Categories**: What kind of sticky notes are included?
- **Authors**: Who created the sticky notes?

**TIP 3**

- **Inputs**: What inputs are required for the task?
- **Outputs**: What outputs are expected from the task?

**STEP 4**

- **Locations**: Where are the sticky notes located?
- **Categories**: What kind of sticky notes are included?
- **Authors**: Who created the sticky notes?

**TIP 4**

- **Inputs**: What inputs are required for the task?
- **Outputs**: What outputs are expected from the task?

**Good luck!**